The current situation and the tasks of the class struggle anarchists
There are some characteristics which define this situation:
Finance is still the motor of the economy.
Workforce is being and will be continued to be re-organised into more
intensive units of exploitation.
There is a tend to a concentration of sector monopolies through destroy
social wealth and labour and under the direct control of the State,.
Structure of productive poles surrounded by depressed areas.
Continuous use of militarism and nationalism to feed wars demolishing
the hopes of the exploited classes to improve their life and win back their
autonomy.
Return of finance capitalism together with monetary policies to suffocate
any economic recovery through waves of interest rates rises, credit
clampdowns and social dumping.
So, under the bad effects of precarity on production and competitivity, we
become witnesses of a mass re-composition of the workforce into
subordinate and highly flexible forms for strengthening supply and
competition in macro-economic areas (European Union expansion, relaunch of Mercosur and ASEAN, WTO, G8, G20 etc.). We see also a
concentration of production into monopolies on an international level
(motor industry, telecommunications, agro-chemical/pharmaceuticals
etc.), encouraging the creation of a network of sites and related corridors
of capital and raw materials on which public and private investments can
intervene impoverishing simultaneously the large areas in between. All
this network is going to be saved by the State and Capital by any means.
With the birth of endemic wars since the last decade of the 20th century,
generated mostly by the USA to control over system of imperialist
dependencies, we become witnesses of an increasing use of militarism
and nationalism (via their all religious and ethnic varieties) in order to use
the control/de-stabilization of this huge area from the Middle East to
Central Asia and to destroy the autonomy of the exploited classes by
forcing them to side with a particular State, religion or elite to whom they
entrust their present and future destiny of exploitation.
Being under this situation, together with the movement against the war
and for peace it is more than vital to re-launch a dynamic and viable
movement against any refreshed variety of neo-liberalism, precarity,
exclusion, alienation etc.

Because the total independence on all political and economic institutions
must be clear (no State, government or market has any interest in fighting
capitalism but to enforce it.
Peace must be demanded, because it is the breeding ground of civil
society and allows the development of struggles for the emancipation of
the downtrodden classes.
We must try to rebuild the autonomy and the role of the exploited classes,
the defence and reconstruction of their free and independent
organisations, as a condition and indispensable factor in the struggles
against capitalism and war in every country of the world.
We must therefore support, promote and assist every initiative aimed at
re-building a large international movement against capitalism,
denouncing the crimes of exploitation and bringing solidarity to working
class organisations and local movements fighting against local or foreign
bourgeois aggression.
We have to fight against war, demanding ceasefires, demilitarisation and
disarming by every State and ethnic or religious elite or sect, who are
united in their aim to destroy the whole working class.
We must form an international movement whose very base must lie in the
grassroots social, labor, cultural, political and anti-militarist
organisations, and also in its ability to federalise the struggles that
develop, on a national and international level.
Therefore we are in favours of the horizontal creation of networks,
coalitions and forums inspired by the practice of self-organisation, selfmanagement and direct action, which represent the collective capacity for
acting against the capialistic contradictions and violence.
We must contribute to the development of the class-struggle anarchist
movement, by supporting its political networks and its capacity for social
insertion in the struggles and fronts of struggle in support of popular
power, for the spreading of the anarchist communist project.

